Strangely Dark, Unbearably Bright: from the Volto Santo to the Veronica and beyond in the Divine
Comedy

Quel s’attuffò, e torno sù convolto;

ma i demon che del ponte avean coperchio,

gridar: “Qui non ha loco il Santo Volto!”

qui si nuota altrimenti che nel Serchio!

Però, se tu non vuo’ di nostri graffi,

non far sopra la pegola soverchio.”

(The sinner plunged, then surfaced black with pitch: / but now the demons, from beneath the bridge, /
shouted: “The Sacred Face has no place here; / here we swim differently than in the Serchio; if you don’t
want to feel our grappling hooks, / don’t try to lift yourself above that ditch.”)
(Dante Alighieri, Inferno, Canto 21, v. 46-51)1

Qual è colui che forse di Croazia
viene a veder la Veronica nostra
che per l’antica fame non sen sazia,
ma dice nel pensier, fin che si mostra:
“Segnor mio Iesù Cristo, Dio verace,
or fu sì fatta la sembianza vostra?”;
tal era io
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(Just as one / who, from Croatia perhaps, has come / to visit our Veronica—one whose / old hunger is
not sated, who, as long / as it is shown, repeats these words in thought: / “O my Lord Jesus Christ, true
God, was then / Your image like the image I see now?”— / such was I.)
(Dante Alighieri, Paradiso, Canto 31, v. 103-109).2

Arriving at the rim of the fifth pouch of the eighth circle of hell at the beginning of Canto 21 of the
Inferno, Dante tells us it was “mirabilmente oscura,” strangely, or wonderfully dark.3 However, despite
the hyperbolic blackness of that place, quite literally its pitch blackness, the canto overflows with visual
imagery and with talk of seeing and being seen.4 Moreover, it is in this canto that Dante invokes the
Volto Santo of Lucca, a sculptural representation of the crucified Christ that according to legend was
miraculously generated by divine grace rather than carved by the hand of man, an acheiropoieton.5 The
image appears in the canto as a dark premonition of the ultimate vision towards which Dante the
pilgrim journeys in the poem. The visible darkness of the fifth pouch stands in stark contrast to this
theophany as expressed in Canto 33 of Paradiso. The percussive brilliance of the poet’s visionary
experience in the final stanze of the poem supersedes visual perception, acting directly on the mind that
only moments previously searched in vain for its own reflection in the circle of eternal light. The true
face of God, the Beatific Vision promised to the saved at the end of time, dissolves into an effulgence of
unspeakable brilliance. Dante’s use of the Veronica, both in the Commedia and in the Vita Nuova, has
been the subject of much commentary, but his dismissive treatment of the Volto Santo has received less
attention; no entry on the Volto Santo is to be found in the Dante Encyclopedia (2000), while the
Enciclopedia Dantesca (1970), has only a brief entry.6 The parallels between his two very different
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invocations of visible and material representations of the “true face” of God have, so far as I am aware,
not been directly addressed.

This essay examines the two appearances of Christ’s “true” face in the Commedia that reference
contemporary devotional practices and the material images that inspired them.7 I argue that the
juxtaposition of these two images indicates that Dante’s attitude toward the visual representation of the
divine was at best ambivalent, and that in particular, he found troubling the materiality and
particularism of an image such as the Volto Santo. In a period obsessed with the question of the Beatific
Vision and frenzied with enthusiasm for visual images of Christ, Dante’s engagement with the challenge
of representing through art either verbal or pictorial what is by theological necessity a deferred and
chimerical experience attests to both his aesthetic sensitivity and his sense of unease about overly
simplified, literal approaches to the visual object. As Christopher Kleinhenz has observed, Dante’s
treatment of the Volto Santo “reaches a high (or perhaps better said, low?) point,” in “the generally
parodic atmosphere of [the twenty first and second] cantos,” and that even this holy image is “not
immune from ridicule, not ‘sacred’ as it were.” 8 Is it possible that in focusing on and mocking a so-called
true image of Christ, Dante argues for a more critical approach to the visual object in the cult setting? I
would like to advance the case that Dante, while hardly an iconoclast, here participates in the
formulation of a new approach to the sacred image that was also taking shape in the broader context of
fourteenth-century literary theory, theology and devotional art, and that the sharp contrast between
the abject materiality of the hellishly inverted Volto Santo and the luminous immateriality of his final
vision of God help to establish an aesthetic of transcendence very much in accord with stylistic and
conceptual moves being made by visual artists in Italy, and indeed across western Europe, in the same
period. At the same time, Dante, like many of his well-educated and theologically sophisticated peers,
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took up a fundamentally reactionary stance against the proliferation of popular cult activity in Italy
focused on monumental sculpted or painted images of Christ, the Virgin, and the Saints.9

I. An Infernally Inverted Vision

e vidila mirabilmente oscura.

Quale ne l’arzanà de’Viniziani

bolle l’inverno la tenace pece

a rimpalmare i legni lor non sani,

ché navicar non ponno

…

tal, non per foco ma per divin’arte,

bollia là giuso una pegola spessa,

che ‘nviscava la ripa d’ogne parte.

I’ vedea lei, ma non vedëa in essa.

(I saw that it was wonderfully dark. / As in the arsenal of the Venetians, / all winter long a stew of sticky
pitch boils up to patch their sick and tattered ships / that cannot sail… / so, not by fire but by the art of
God, / below there boiled a thick and tarry mass / that covered all the banks with clamminess. / I saw it,
but I could not see within it)
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(Inferno, 21 v. 6-10 and 16-19)10

The language of Canto 21 insistently draws attention to visual perception. It opens with an extended
simile in which the poet compares the fifth pouch of hell to the trough of pitch that “boils all winter
long” in the Venetian shipyards. From the vivid picture of industry, however, he returns to the ditch full
of seething tar before him, announcing, “I saw it, but I could not see within it.” Confirming that this was
no passing glance that Dante the pilgrim gave the ditch, the opening of the next stanza emphasizes, “I
stood intently gazing there below” (Mentr’ io là giù fisamente mirava, v. 22).11 The verb mirare matches
the adverb mirabilmente in line 6, underscoring the mood of perplexed visual absorption produced by
the oxymoron of visible obscurity. When Vergil interrupts the pilgrim’s contemplation of the boiling
pitch with the hortative, “Guarda, guarda!” (v. 23) the mode of visual interaction with the infernal
environment shifts. Not only should the pilgrim “watch out” for the approaching demon, but he must
remain visually attentive and wary throughout the transit of the fifth pouch. In the six lines that follow
Vergil’s warning, the verb “vedere” appears in different forms three times, all describing the pilgrim’s
gaze as that of “one who can’t resist / looking to see what makes him run away”(come l’uom cui tarda /
di veder quell che li convien fuggire, v. 25-26).12 Like the modern day spectator before the horror film,
he spends most of the canto cringing, gaping and staring (in literary terms) at the repulsive and terrifying
spectacle of the devils tormenting the souls of the corrupt officials they toss into the ditch. While Canto
21 is often and rightly described as comedic due to its crude language and in particular its focus on the
wicked antics of the farcically named demons, the pilgrim himself expresses no amusement, only fear
and an urge to be gone.13 He stands in contrast to the narrator, who addresses the reader directly in the
next canto, amidst the continuing antics of the demons, crying out with what sounds like glee, “O you
who read, hear now of this new sport” (O tu che leggi, udirai nuovo ludo, Inferno 22, v. 118).
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But before he can be gone, the pilgrim must witness the business of the bolgia; the punishment of
the corrupt civic officials who will “change a ‘no’ to a ‘yes’ for cash” (del no, per li denar, vi si fa ita,
v.42).14 This group is first represented by an anonymous “elder of Santa Zita” – a councilman of Lucca, a
city towards which Dante’s sentiments were at best, mixed.15 Steve Ellis writes that the paratactic
reference to Lucca by way of Santa Zita “probably conveys Dante’s own antipopulist feelings about the
cult,” which centered on a humble serving woman who had died in 1272.16 If this is the case, it hints that
Dante may have harbored reservations about other aspects of popular piety in Lucca as well. In
particular, the sarcastic reference to Santa Zita seems to lay the ground for the parody of the Volto
Santo in line 48, when the demons taunt the condemned soul of the corrupt official as he surfaces,
“convolto,” which is sometimes translated into English as “black with pitch”(as in Mandelbaum),
sometimes, “rump upwards,” (as in Charles Singleton’s edition).17 The multiplicity of possible readings is
probably intentional on the part of the poet, and the association of the sinner’s soul with the holy image
insults either the crucifix’s appearance, or the rituals of supplication associated with it, or both at once.18
The Volto Santo (figure 1) is notably very dark in its complexion, in conformity with an iconographic
tradition that goes back to pre-Iconoclastic Byzantine precedents, in which the darkness of the visage is
a critical element in the mysterious antitheses of light and dark that turns on the dual nature of Christ
as both human and divine.19 Worship of this miraculously generated and miracle-generating object
almost certainly involved the deep prostrations counseled by medieval authors on prayer gestures,
including Peter the Chanter and the anonymous Dominican who wrote the treatise De Modo Orandi,
claiming to detail the various postures and gestures employed by Saint Dominic (figure 2). 20 An
illustration from an early-fourteenth-century manuscript of the Leggenda di Volto Santo written and
illuminated in Lucca depicts a scene in which the deacon Leboino tells of the Volto Santo’s miraculous
origin while worshippers gather round in gestures of prayer, including one figure that crouches at the
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feet of the crucifix, convolto as Dante’s unfortunate elder of Santa Zita, if indeed convolto indicates the
arching of the spine (figure 3).

The cult of the Volto Santo first appears explicitly in the historical record in the eleventh century,
though the legend composed at that time indicates that the miraculous crucifix arrived in city from the
Holy Land under miraculous circumstances in 782.21 Elizabeth Coatsworth and Audrey Scanlan-Teller
have both argued that evidence from Anglo-Saxon England suggests that already by the tenth century
Anglo-Saxon and Insular artists already knew of the robed, girdled “priestly” type of crucified Christ of
which the Volto Santo seems to have been the prototype.22 Furthermore, the recent confirmation by
radio-carbon dating that the Volto Santo at Sansepolcro, on the eastern edge of Tuscany, could have
been carved as early as the ninth century also suggests that the legend’s Carolingian-era origin for the
Volto Santo type contains a kernel of truth.23 The exact nature of the object venerated in the eleventh
century and its relationship to the present Volto Santo, which most art historians date to the late twelfth
or early thirteenth century, are both unclear.24 But what is clearly visible, and must have been visible to
Dante as well, is the great distance between the style of the Volto Santo and that of crucifixes produced
by artists in Dante’s day.

The gap between the Volto Santo’s rigid, Romanesque frontality and formality and the sinuous
contours, lifelike modeling, and pathetic depiction of death found in such works as the numerous
crucifixes attributed to Giovanni Pisano, including those for Sant’Andrea, Pistoia, dated 1301, San Nicola,
Pisa, dated ca. 1300, and the Duomo in Siena, dated about 1285 (figure 4), inevitably draws attention to
the challenge stylistic difference poses to the claims of authenticity that structure devotion to
miraculous cult objects.25 Furthermore, when set beside the dominant type of monumental crucifix of
the early fourteenth century, the painted panel, the Volto Santo appears even more anomalous. The
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shift from the three-dimensional medium of wood sculpture to the more abstract, two-dimensional
medium of painting on panel makes later works, such as Giotto’s Rimini Crucifix (figure 5, before 1309)
more equivocal in its relationship to the body and spatial environment of the viewer; Giotto’s Christ
hovers in a shimmering, golden intermediate realm neither entirely of this world nor entirely beyond it
whereas the Volto Santo not only occupies bodily space but can also be handled and dressed in
liturgically appropriate clothing, just like a human body.26 Between the emergence of the Volto Santo as
a cult image in the high Middle Ages and the fourteenth century, significant changes in the way the
crucifix was visualized and conceptualized had obviously taken place, and Dante, always sensitive to the
visual object and always attentive to questions of style and idiom, responded.

Large scale, sculpted and painted crucifixes depicting Christ triumphant, dressed in a belted tunic
and standing erect and eyes open upon the Cross were not uncommon in southern Europe between the
eleventh and thirteenth centuries and were especially prevalent in Tuscany. The legendary origins of the
object in Lucca, related in a late-eleventh- or early-twelfth-century text ascribed to an eighth-century
deacon, Leboino, attribute its true likeness to the divinely-guided hand of Nicodemus, and claim for the
Volto Santo not only a veridical reproduction of Christ’s physiognomy, but also an exact replication of his
height, bodily proportions, and weight.27 The fame and reputation of the Volto Santo seem to have
inspired numerous copies not only in its native Tuscany, but also much further afield, with examples
such as the Engelberg Crucifix (later twelfth century) from the Diocese of Constance. Pilgrims on their
way to Rome began to make the Volto Santo a stop on their way as early as the eleventh century, no
doubt helping to spread knowledge of the image and its cult.28 Ute Limacher-Riebold has traced the
presence of the Volto Santo in the vernacular literature of France going back to the twelfth century with
Wace and other poets working in the epic and romance genres.29 In particular, she explores the
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incorporation of miracle legends into the French vernacular tradition; not coincidentally, the earliest and
most widely repeated miracle topos for the Volto Santo directly concerned those who lived by
vernacular words, namely troubadours. The miracle of the slipper, in which a poor pilgrim from France
offers his only wealth, in the form of his music, to the Volto Santo, and is rewarded when the sculpture
throws down one of its silver shoes, seems to date from the twelfth century.30 As Stefano Martinelli
points out, this miracle story works toward the recuperation of the moral and religious status of one of
the lowest castes of medieval society, the itinerant entertainer, thus associating the Volto Santo with
these low-status individuals.31 Dante, as a poet who through his use of the vernacular and his fate as an
exile mirrors in some way the poor, itinerant poet of the Volto Santo’s most famous miracle, may well
have found this folksy association a little too close to the bone for comfort.

The miracle-working potential of the Volto Santo proceeded both from its status as a true image and
from its reliquary aspect; contained within the wooden corpus were relics of the Holy Blood, the nails
from the True Cross, a hefty chunk out of the Crown of Thorns, a piece of the neckerchief Christ wore at
the Crucifixion (known as the sudarium), and some of Christ’s fingernails and hair-trimmings as well.32
This hyperbolic collection of authenticating material attests to the competitive nature of the
environment in which image cults existed in the later Middle Ages. In fact, even such a superabundance
of authenticity was not enough to make for the Volto Santo the superluminary reputation that attended
its older and more prestigious cousin in Rome, the Veronica. For despite its popularity in Tuscany and its
international reputation, the Volto Santo remained deeply local in its identification, perhaps another
factor in Dante the Florentine’s distaste. As Lucca’s influence in Europe spread by way of its network of
merchants and bankers in the late-thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the appeal of the Volto Santo to
the civic pride of these far-flung natives proved strong; Hilary Maddocks has demonstrated that the
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Lucchese bankers Jacques, Filippo, and Dino Rapondi, the last of whom served as maître d’hôtel to Duke
Philip of Burgundy around 1400, were the probable patrons of the only illuminated copies of the French
version of the legend of the Volto Santo.33

Like other wildly popular cult images and relics such as that of Sainte Foy at Conques, the Volto
Santo was not immune to skepticism, particularly on the part of clerics and other educated,
cosmopolitan people. As early as the turn of the twelfth century, Bishop Rangerius of Lucca (reigned ca.
1097-1112) seems to express some distaste for the rabble of foreign pilgrims who have spread the fame
of the Volto Santo and in so doing destroyed the religious integrity of the local clergy. Diana Webb
argues that his disapproval of the Volto Santo’s popularity was rooted in the competition this cult,
sponsored perhaps by the city’s lay leadership, posed to the Episcopal cult of saints Martin and Regulus,
to whom the Duomo was dedicated.34 In his eponymous collection of letters dated to 1215, rhetorician
Buoncompagno da Signa remarks that the Piacenza-born orator Placentinus derided the Volto Santo as
“eaten by ants” and its cult as “mendacious and motivated by greed.”35 Guido da Pisa, in his
commentary on the Commedia, observed that Dante broke his usual constraint about placing holy
names in the Inferno with Canto 21, “in derision of the Lucchese, who without the approval of the Holy
Roman Church venerate this woman [Zita] as a saint,” and who believe in the power of the Volto Santo
“almost as if it were the human God in the flesh and worship it as such,” in contravention of doctrine (In
derisionem igitur Lucanorum, qui sine approbatione Sancte Romane Ecclesie dictam feminam
venerantur ut sanctam…. Circa quam crucem errare videntur. Nam communiter opinantur in ipsa cruce
aliquod numen esse, et ipsam non ut figuram vel effigiem crucifixi, sed quasi ipsum Deum humanatum
et in carne natum veneratione latrie venerantur).36 Writing to a friend in the 1360s, the Florentine
Franco Sacchetti included the veneration of the Volto Santo among a long list of popular devotional
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practices that he found suspicious: “Chi vuol dire, che sia la immagine del nostro Signore? Salvo la
reverenza de chi il dice, che Cristo fu il più bello e l’meglio proporzionato corpo che mai fosse, e non
ebbe gli occhi travolti né spaventati” [Who knows if it is the image of our Lord? With all due respect,
Christ’s was the most beautiful and best proportioned body that ever was, and did not have
frighteningly crossed eyes].37 Dante is hardly so direct in his critique, but the ersatz Volto Santo in the
Inferno is exposed to far greater violence than that done by either Placentinus’ remark about the actual
crucifix’s degraded materiality or Sacchetti’s mockery of its formal gaucherie. Instead, demons prick the
barrator’s soul with “a hundred prongs and more,” (Poi l’addentar con più di cento raffi, v.52) and he is
compared to meat jabbed down in a stewpot, a humiliating simile that emphasizes the material fate of
the mortal body in death when it becomes nothing more than flesh.

The disgusting materiality of the imagery infects the Volto Santo itself; as a holy image it should by
rights transcend its own material nature. But as Dante and his contemporaries were at least somewhat
aware, the object itself was of relatively recent manufacture, a replacement for an earlier object that
had been degraded by the attentions of pilgrims, and perhaps also, as Placentinus suggested, woodants. Though postdating Dante, Sacchetti’s critique – that the figure itself is not beautiful or well
proportioned – also gestures towards an aesthetic problem that had arisen over the course of the
thirteenth century, namely the perception of the difference between the suave poise of Gothic art and
the harsher, more abstract style of sacred works from earlier periods. What this tells us, I think, is that
late medieval observers struggled with the disjuncture between the aesthetics of holy images as
material products of artistic labor and the theology of the image as it was emerging, forcefully, in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Aquinas clearly articulated the standard western Christian
conception of the dual status of works of sacred art as both material and spiritual: “No reverence is
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shown to Christ’s image as a thing – for instance, carved or painted wood… Reverence should be shown
to it insofar only as it is an image… the same reverence should be shown to Christ’s image as to Christ
Himself.”38 And while this passage makes no explicit reference to the aesthetic qualities of such an
image, as Umberto Eco points out, Aquinas argues elsewhere that “no one takes the trouble to make an
effigy or representation unless for its beauty.”39 The Volto Santo, with its archaic style, its lack of
pleasing proportion and form – both key elements in Thomist aesthetics – in its representation of the
most perfect and beautiful of human bodies, may well have irritated the sophisticated viewer of
religious art we know Dante to have been.

The three-dimensionality of the Volto Santo may also have been problematic. Michael Camille’s
observation that in the shift towards a “more spiritually charged and accessible religious art” over the
course of the thirteenth century, “the most important visual types were associated with particular relics
in Rome that were critically two- not three-dimensional: the imprint, in the case of the Veronica, of
Christ’s living face.”40 The Volto Santo, the very name of which refers to the miraculous generation of its
sculpted simulacrum of Christ’s true face, poses an implicit threat to the more abstract, transcendent
two-dimensional imprint of the Veronica. Dante’s mistreatment of the Volto Santo in Inferno trades on
its very fleshly nature, when for example he speaks of the barrator’s body being treated like a piece of
meat in a stewpot: “The demons did the same as any cook / who has his urchins force the meat with
hooks / deep down into the pot, that it not float” (Non altrimenti i cuoci a’lor vassalli / fanno attuffare
in mezzo la caldaia / la carne con li uncin, perché non galli, v. 55-57). The ambiguity of the phrase “tornò
sù convolto” (v. 46) opens the humorous and shocking possibility that the “face” or “volto” of the sinner
and by association the Volto Santo, inverted (like the sinner) to make the rhyme as the “Santo Volto,” is
not a face at all, but a backside. Dante takes delight in pointing out the absurdity of the Volto Santo as a
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sacred image, not only because it belongs to Lucca, a city he despises for its corrupt politics, but also
because its character as a body, and an awkward “dark” body at that, intrudes rudely upon his idea of
what a sacred image ought to be and how it ought to function.

II. Dante, Giotto, and the Roman Veronica

That Dante had clear opinions on aesthetics both literary and visual cannot be in doubt. His
unfinished Latin treatise De vulgari eloquentia, written between about 1302 and 1305, argues for an
aesthetics of vernacular rhetoric, while the Commedia includes a mini-disquisition on literary style in
Canto 24 of Purgatorio, in which Dante the Pilgrim meets the Lucchese poet Bonagiunta Orbicciani and
they briefly discuss the essence of the “dolce stil novo” (a phrase coined by Dante for the occasion, v.
56). As a poet himself, Dante clearly had an investment in literary style, but he was also a connoisseur
of visual art, as evidenced by his frequent allusions to and direct citations of both contemporary and
historical works.41 Dante’s admiration for his contemporary and countryman Giotto’s work, and it must
be said for his reputation, is clearly attested in the Commedia. In Purgatorio 11 (lines 94-95) he has the
illuminator Oderisi da Gubbio, noting the passing of his fame and the ascendency of his rival, Franco
Bolognese, single out Giotto as an example of an artist whose fame has eclipsed that of the
acknowledged master of a previous generation: “In painting Cimabue thought he held the field, and now
it’s Giotto they acclaim—the former only keeps a shadowed fame” (Credette Cimabue ne la pittura/
tener lo campo, e ora ha Giotto il grido/ si che la fama di colui è scura). Benvenuto da Imola, in his early
commentary on the Commedia, claimed that Dante and Giotto were indeed friends, and spins a
charming fable in which Dante quips that it amazes him that a painter of such beautiful things would
also be the creator of such ugly children and Giotto wittily puns, in Latin, that this is because he paints
(pingo) by day but creates (fingo) by night.42 The names of the two Florentine artists were frequently
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associated in the literature of the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries, reflecting a tradition that
perhaps was more expressive of Florentine civic pride than historical fact.43 Recent scholarship has
persuasively made the case that regardless of their personal relationship or lack thereof, Dante was
directly influenced in his depiction of the torments of sinners in Hell by the Last Judgment fresco at the
Arena Chapel in Padua.44

Giotto’s approach to narrative, deceptively informal, spontaneous, and revelatory must have
appealed to Dante, whose gifts as a storyteller hinge on a similar ability to create memorable effects
through the careful orchestration of ostensibly incidental, naturalistic detail.45 At the Arena Chapel,
Giotto gives us a big-bellied man at the Wedding at Cana lifting his chin and pursing his lips as he quaffs
a cup of wine from a wonderfully transparent glass goblet (figure 6). The man’s expression and his girth
add a touch of humor and social commentary at the same time the scene underscores the important
Christological point about the miraculous transformation – the seated Virgin half turns toward the man,
raising her right hand as if in blessing to indicate that we should pay attention to the drinker.46 He is far
more than a stock character for comic relief, since his gluttonous form also introduces to the scene a
moralizing reading. An intriguing parallel exists between this figure, a familiar type of the glutton, and
Dante’s linkage of the Wedding at Cana to the virtue of Temperance on the terrace of Gluttony in
Purgatorio 22, a connection that has been explored by Anne Derbes and Mark Sandona.47

Narrative episodes lend themselves to artistic techniques that create naturalistic effects, but the
literal sense was considered by medieval thinkers to be the lowest level of understanding. Both the
Giotto the painter and the Dante the poet were up to the task of representing bulky medieval allegory in
terms that breathed life into what might otherwise feel cumbersome. For example, both Dante and
Giotto tackled the rather stodgy tradition of personifications of the virtues, Dante in the scene of the
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Divine Pageant near the end of the Purgatorio (canto 29) and Giotto in Padua. Dante’s Theological
Virtues, Faith, Hope, and Charity, are part of an elaborate parade of allegorical figures, complete with a
triumphal chariot pulled by a splendid griffon, but instead of describing them in terms of their traditional
attributes, Dante makes them glow with brilliant color:

Tre donne in giro da la destra rota
venian danzando; l’una tanto rossa
ch’a pena fora dentro al foco nota;
l’altr’ era come se le carni e l’ossa
fossero state di smeraldo fatte;
la terza parea neve testé mossa.
(Three circling women, then advancing, danced / at the right wheel; the first of them, so red / that even
in a flame she’d not be noted; / the second seemed as if her flesh and bone / were fashioned out of
emerald; the third / seemed to be newly fallen snow.)
(Purgatorio, 29, v. 121-127)48
Giotto makes a parallel move by painting his virtues in the monochrome style today known as grisaille;
his are among the earliest extant examples of monumental painting to employ the technique, which was
to become a hallmark of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century virtuoso visual style.49 Giotto’s grisaille
heightens rather than dampens the naturalistic effect of his allegorical figures; painting them as if they
were unpainted stone sculptures brings them into an illusory intermediate space between viewer and
the full color narrative scenes around them and allows him to comment on his representational
activities, on his creation of illusion, and on his ingenuity as a painter.50 Like the sculptures they fool the
eye into thinking they are, they push forward from the surface of the wall, an effect underscored by
Giotto’s use of framing elements. For example, Caritas (figure 7) appears to have just stepped through a
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doorway from a dark interior, her long gown pooling on our side of the sill, her bowl of fruit held out
from her body so that clearly overlaps the door frame, her head turned up and to her left as she reaches
up to receive a piece of fruit from the comparatively tiny figure of God (figure 7). She resembles a good
housewife, complacently smiling and doing God’s work, even while the fictive setting of marble and
porphyry evokes a more classical ideal. Like the figures in Dante’s allegorical parade, Caritas’
monochromatism actually heightens her liveliness and presence even as it draws attention to the
artifice of art-making (poetry or painting).

Giotto’s approach to painting, combining narrative, naturalistic effects, and startling passages of
virtuosity with deeper theological content was very much in sympathy with Dante’s own poetics, but
both men lived and worked in an environment saturated with pictorial images that operated in a very
different register. Cult images – miracle-working statues, panel paintings that shed tears or saved armies
or kept off plagues, and quasi-relics like the Volto Santo – peppered the landscape of late-medieval Italy,
having accumulated over a thousand years of internecine competition for authority and significance
between parishes, cities, bishoprics, and other polities. In Florence, the Orsanmichele Madonna, painted
on a pilaster in the then-open loggia of the grain exchange, began to attract notice for its thaumaturgic
and demon-defeating powers in 1292, according to Florentine chronicler Giovanni Villani.51 This image,
too, attracted skepticism. A sonnet by Giotto’s near-contemporary, Guido Cavalcanti, “Una figura della
mia donna,” plays on the slippage between the miraculous image of Orsanmichele, his own beloved
lady, and the aspersions of idolatry cast against both popular adoration of the Madonna and the poet’s
worship of the beloved. While Cavalcanti is mostly concerned in this sonnet to provoke his fellow poet
Guido Orlandi (a more conventional moralist) with the blasphemous equivalence between his mistress
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and the Orsanmichele Madonna, Ron Martinez points out that the poem also tugs at the loose threads
in contemporary discourse about such purportedly miraculous images.52

Meanwhile, the Papacy controlled a stable of the most potent of all such images, including the
famed Veronica, housed in a special oratory at Saint Peter’s and paraded through the streets of Rome to
the Hospital of the Holy Spirit every year on the feast of the Wedding at Cana from 1208 onwards.53 This
acheiropoieton had been promoted heavily by Pope Innocent III (r.1198-1216), who instituted the
procession, and by subsequent popes who saw its potential as a magnet for pilgrims. By the end of the
thirteenth century it was one of the most famous of Rome’s miraculous images, the goal of every visitor
to the city, and the subject of an emerging cult centered on a developing legend concerning its
association with the Passion, when Saint Veronica (whose name encompasses both the Greek Berenice,
the woman cured of the flow of blood by Jesus in all three synoptic gospels, and the name of the object,
Vera (true) Iconam (image)) was said to have wiped the sweat and blood from Christ’s face with her
cloth.54 Although it was sought by pilgrims, celebrated in a grand liturgical parade, and depicted by
artists in devotional books and other media, the Veronica was for the most part invisible to the faithful.
Stored in an elaborate twelfth-century ciborium, screened by a veil at all times, and processed in an
even-more elaborate thirteenth-century ostensory that completely enclosed it, this miraculously
generated true image of Christ’s face was, like the face of God itself, a vision deferred. Only angels and
the blessed dead in heaven could look upon the Holy Face. The beatific vision, Thomas Aquinas’ “final
end,” was the subject of intense curiosity, longing, and controversy in the early fourteenth century,
particularly concerning whether it was possible for the blessed to proceed immediately to the vision (a
position clearly endorsed by Dante in Paradiso) or whether instead the full experience had to wait until
the soul was united with its resurrected body after judgment.55 Without going into the niceties of this
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major quarrel which probably sent Pope John XXII to his grave a deeply frustrated and unhappy man,
and which was not even entirely resolved by his successor Benedict XII’s bull Benedictus Deus of 1336, it
is enough to say that this question vexed the leading minds of Dante’s generation. The Veronica, an
earthly manifestation of the Holy Face and of its invisibility, fed into the furor as more people across
Christian Europe acquired images that claimed to reproduce the Holy Face and earnestly prayed before
it for intercession after an indulgenced office to the Holy Face began to circulate around 1240.56

Dante, skeptic that he seems to have been about the Volto Santo, could not have been indifferent to
the cult of the Veronica. Indeed, already in the Vita Nuova he began to tap into its power as an
exemplum and preparatory experience for the beatific vision. In Chapter 40, he addresses a group of
pilgrims bound for Rome “per vedere quella imagine benedetta la quale Iesu Cristo lasciò a noi per
essemplo de la sua belissima figura, la quale vede la mia donna gloriosamente” [to look upon that
blessed image that Jesus Christ left to us as an example of his most beautiful face, which my lady sees in
glory].57 Thus, the poet links the Veronica directly to the experience of the beatific vision by the blessed,
while also prefiguring his own imagining of the journey towards that vision as a form of pilgrimage in the
Commedia.58 The similarity between the visionary conclusion of the Vita Nuova and that of the
Commedia is no coincidence, as many commentators have noted, but in the Commedia the contrast
between the Veronica in Paradiso and the parodic Volto Santo of Inferno, I think we can discern Dante
working through his persistent worries about material images that claim not just to represent, but to
somehow embody Christ, and theorizing a role for the material image in mediating between physical
vision and visionary experience.

III. Onward and upward, beyond the visual arts
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In Canto 31 of Paradiso, Dante begins to hint at the nature of how the visio Dei might be
experienced by mortal eyes. Directed by Saint Bernard of Clairvaux to tear his gaze from the
contemplation of the radiantly enthroned Beatrice and direct it instead towards the Queen of Heaven,
in order that his “vision will be made more ready to ascend through God’s own ray,” (ché veder lui
t’acconcerà lo sguardo più al montar per lo raggio divino, v. 98-99) the pilgrim marvels (“mirando” –
recalling Inferno 21’s insistence on that verb) at the saint, “Just as one who, from Croatia perhaps, has
come to visit our Veronica – one whose old hunger is not sated, who, as long as it is shown, repeats
these words in thought: ‘O my Lord Jesus Christ, true God, was then Your image like the image I see
now?’” (Qual è colui che forse di Croazia viene a veder la Veronica nostra, che per l’antica fame non sen
sazia, ma dice nel pensier, fin che si mostra: “Segnor mio Iesù Cristo, Dio verace, or fu sì fatta la
sembianza vostra?” v. 103-108). Invoking the Veronica, the poet might seem to propose it as a superior
object to the Volto Santo, but I do not think that is his aim, exactly. Instead, in comparing the pilgrim to
a rustic foreigner agape before this remarkably inscrutable object in Rome, he suggests that it is the
image in the mind, rather than the material object, that matters. The putative Croatian asks the “Dio
verace,” whether what he sees before him is what he sees before him is a true likeness. His hunger
remains unsatisfied even by the sight (or as the case may have been, non-sight) of the Veronica, but as
the poet goes on to tell us, Bernard, “in this world, in contemplation, tasted that peace,” (Colui che ’n
questo mondo, /contemplando, gustò di quella pace, v. 110-111) by which “peace” I take him to mean,
the ultimate peace of the face-to-face encounter with Christ referred to, and yet also deferred, by the
Veronica. Almost immediately after this little tableau of the Croat and the Veronica, Bernard encourages
the pilgrim to lift his gaze from the foundations of the Empyrean to its heights in order to look upon the
Virgin, a sort of preparatory exercise to the Beatific Vision in Canto 33. The language the poet uses to
express this elevation of vision comes directly from Psalm 122. “I lifted up my eyes,” (Io levai li occhi, v.
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118) from the poem echoes the opening line of the psalm, “ad Te levavi oculos meos.” Thus it invokes
the pilgrimage context for this prayer, one of the fifteen Gradual Psalms.59 There is no question that the
medieval understanding of this text glossed the uplifted gaze as the soul’s fervent yearning for the vision
of God, so it is less with the Veronica as such that Dante concerns himself here and more with the
means by which through reflection and contemplation the eyes of the soul may be raised up toward the
ultimate vision.

This fits with the current state of scholarly work on the Veronica as a devotional image. While the
cult of the Veronica was indeed firmly situated in Rome and associated with the Papacy (the icon had
supposedly provoked the Papal Jubilee of 1300), it was also, as Gerhard Wolf has argued, a “mediatised”
image – that is an image infinitely reproducible and disconnected from the specific materiality of a
putative “original”, rather like the Eucharist itself, with which it shares many ontological features. In
pilgrim’s souvenirs, in manuscript images, in copies and cognates of all varieties, the Veronica had, in
Wolf’s words “become a universally known image (if we can call it image at all) in Western
Christendom.”60 Wolf subtly traces the Veronica’s transformation from cult image to “universal symbol,”
but the most important point he makes in terms of Dante’s invocation of the Veronica is that as an
iconographic formula it came to figure for Christians everywhere in Western Europe an adumbration of
the Beatific Vision. Jeffrey Hamburger has examined how the Veronica circulated through the medium
of inexpensive and rather crude woodcut prints, drawings, and paintings on leather or parchment in
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century German convents, where the base, material nature of these objects
and their endlessly repeated depiction of the Veronica functioned as an outwardly visible sign of the
way in which Christ’s divine image is imprinted on the human soul, just as his human image is
reproduced (in a degraded form) in human flesh.61 The “old hunger” of the soul for the face to face
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vision described by Paul in 1 Corinthians 13.12, “We see now through a glass in a dark manner; but then
face to face,” is “not sated” by the image, but the rapt encounter with the Veronica prepares the way
for the vision to come.

Dante the poet brings in the Veronica just at the moment that Dante the pilgrim pauses on the brink
before testing the transcendent potential of his visionary state. Bernard’s instruction to “let your sight
fly around the garden,” or more literally, “fly with your eyes” (Vola con li occhi per questo giardino, v.
27) suggests the soaring departure of visual perception from the constraints of flesh; the eyes become a
synecdoche for the soul of the poet as he delights in the vision of the Heavenly Rose. As Susan Noakes
has argued, this is the character of the “vista nuova” or “new vision” in which the pilgrim exults in the
final three tercets of the poem; in the Empyrean, there is nothing corporal to see, only pure light, just as
in the Vita Nuova, the poet journeys away from carnal desire towards spiritual love.62 The fulfillment of
the pilgrim’s journey is predicated on this “vista nuova,” this pure, intellectual vision, but it cannot be
accomplished without the intervention of Grace. In Canto 33 of Paradiso, gazing upon the brilliance that
is God, Dante at first sees only light, then three circles of three different colors, one of them “seemed
painted with our effigy” (mi parve pinta de la nostra effige, v. 131) in which he seeks to discern the
sense, but fails, “But then my mind was struck by light that flashed / and, with this light, received what it
had asked” (Se non che la mia mente fu percossa / da un fulgore in che sua voglia venne, v. 140-141).
What he sees at that moment when, like Paul on the road to Damascus, he is stricken by light, is the full
truth of the mystery of the Incarnation, and the description of the precursor vision that “to me seemed
painted with our effigy,” hints at a model for this vision in the contemporary representations of the Holy
Face – the mediatised Veronica . “Effigies” was a common Latin formulation used to describe the
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Veronica in prayers and papal letters alike from Innocent III onward. Even in the Empyrean, where vision
is immaterial and language reaches its limits, the material image leaves its haunting imprint.

Did Dante mistrust and even reject the object-based devotional culture of popular piety in early
fourteenth-century Italy, and was his affinity for the Veronica as an immaterial, or rather, meta-material
true image a symptom of his preference for the “new” Gothic cult of the image with its emphasis on
aesthetic refinement rather than on recherché origin as a sign of authenticity? On the basis of the
Commedia alone, it would be hard to make a definitive answer, but the episode with the Volto Santo in
Inferno 21 does seem to imply skepticism about the devotional value of such objects on the poet’s part.
As a member of the educated elite, a scholarly man who prided himself on his connections to other
leading artists of the day, including visual artists such as Giotto, Dante was incontrovertibly invested in
aesthetics. He was attentive and responsive to the visual arts, often incorporating iconographic
elements and material language drawn from that deep well into his poem. Elsewhere, I have argued
that even a century before Dante wrote his magnum opus, the corpus of Marian miracle literature
contains within it the traces of a troubled discourse about the clash between an aesthetic way of looking
at sacred images and a more credulous and pious way of seeing them. In the early thirteenth century,
the aesthetic view was still highly suspect, and associated in the miracle literature with impiety, pride,
idolatry, and criminality.63 By Dante’s time, the discussion had shifted ground; the “visual turn” of
thirteenth-century devotional practices, spurred on by such Mendicant texts as Bonaventure’s
Itinerarium mentis in Deum, and by the increased availability and visibility of “naturalizing” Gothic art
nurtured audiences for art that were far more sophisticated in their viewing practices than their
immediate predecessors.64 Seen in this light, Dante’s preference for the Veronica, an image liberated
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from a singular, material existence by virtue of its infinite reproducibility, over the Volto Santo, an image
confined in space and time by its adamant materiality, makes sense.

This essay began as a seminar contribution to the 2009 NEH Summer Seminar, “Dante: Literature, Art, and
History” held in Prato, Italy, under the direction of Dr. Christopher Kleinhenz. I later presented it at the 2011
International Medieval Congress at Kalamazoo, Michigan at a session sponsored by the Dante Society and chaired
by Dr. Kleinhenz. I thank Chris and all of the seminar participants for their guidance, inspiration, and
encouragement. Thanks are also due to Dr. Stanley Benfel of BYU, who convinced me to apply for the seminar in
the first place, wrote a letter of recommendation, and reviewed an early draft of this essay.
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